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Abstract—A multistage interference cancettation (MIC) technique
with Rake diversity (MIC-Rnke) for QPSK asynchronous dwect se-
quence code division multiple access (DS/CDMA) system over frequency
selective multipath Rayleigh fading channels is presented. Unlike the
conventiouatMIC, which tries to subtract the lump sum of the multiple-
accessinterference (MAI) and the seW-interference(S1),the MIC-Rake
attempts to cancel the MAI and the partial S1, and to treat the resid-
ual S1 as useful siguat for symbol decision. The Rake combining is
employed to collect signat replicas over multiple fading paths, The
upper and lower bounds on the bit error probability are derived by
using a Gaussian approximation. Furthermore, the effect of the chau-
nel estimation error is studied, Analysis and simulation show that the
MIC-Rake can provide a performance close to the ideal performance
of single-user system, and outperforms the conventional MIC even in
the presence of channel estimation error.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that the DS/CDMA system may suffer
from the multiple-access interference (MAI) and the self-
interference (S1) when operating in multipath fading envi-
ronment. To jointly suppress the MAI and the S1, multiuser
detection techniques have been developed [1]. Among them,
multistage interference cancellation (MIC) [2] has become

a popular approach due to its simplicity and flexibility.
In this paper, we study the performance of the MIC with

Rake combining (MIC-Rake) in QPSK asynchronous CDMA

system over frequency-selective multipath Rayleigh fading
channels. Here, QPSK is considered instead of BPSK [2]
due to its advantages such as its ability to achieve the same
bit error probability using half the transmission bandwidth
and its randomness property which renders the signal more
difficult to be detected using feature detectors [3,4]. Fur-
thermore, unlike the conventional MIC (MIC-Conv) [2], the
MIC scheme considered here does not try to remove the to-
tal S1. Instead, the S1 is considered to have two parts: the

self intersymbol interference (S11) incurred by the multipath
components of the previous symbol, and the self current in-
terference (SCI) corresponding to the current symbol. This
MIC scheme treats the SCI as an useful component in sym-
bol decision and only tries to removed the S11 [5]. The ideal
performance of the MIC-Rake for single-user system is pre-
sented, and the upper and lower bounds on the performance
in a multi-user system are derived using a Gaussian approx-
imation. The effect of channel estimation error is also stud-
ied, Analysis and simulation show that the MIC-Rake can
provide a performance close to the ideal case of single-user
system and outperforms the conventional MIC even in the
presence of channel estimation error.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Consider QPSK asynchronous DS/CDMA system with
K users over frequency-selective multipath Rayleigh fading
channels. The transmitted signal for user k is [4]

Sk(t) =
[

#bk(t–T’(k))ak(t– T(k))e~ok (1)

where p~ := E~ /N. is the normalized signal power, in
which Ek is the symbol energy for user k and No is the
noise power spectral density, T(k) is the associated time

delay of user k that can be either random or deterministic

over [0, ~b). Ok is the phase shift associated with user k that
can be. assumed uniformly distributed over [0, 27r). b~(t)=

~~=_m e-~~(k). PT6 (t – nl’b) is the information bearing

waveform, where @~k)is the data bearing phase taken from
the set {27r(rn – 1)/4, m = 1,2, ....4} and P~(t) is the
rectangle waveform with duration T, ak (t) denotes the sig-
nature waveform given by

where a~~)’I = a$~~ and a~k)’Q = a$~~ are respectivelyz
the in-phase and quadrature PN codes assigned to user k,
which are taken from the set {-1, 1}.

The equivalent Iowpass impulse response of the channel
for user k can be given by [2]

h(t) = ~ a[kb(t– t;k)) (3)

1=1

where Lk is the number of paths which can be either ran-

t~) d t(k) me respectively the fad-dom or deterministic. al an ~

ing parameter and the time delay in the l-th path.
(k)The fading parameters al are assumed to be the zero

mean complex-valued Gaussian random variables. Besides,
the channel is considered slowly time-varying and could be
reliably estimated using a channel estimator. The channel
estimate is given by

(4)

for all 1 and k, where wl‘~) is the estimate noise in the l-th
path for user k, assumed to be statistically independent for
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all 1 and k, and complex-valued Gaussian distributed with
zero mean and variance o~l~.

At the first part of the receiver, we assume that there are

~~=1 L,t correlators with the conjugate waveforms {a~(t-

(~)) 1 = 1,2,...,T1 , Lk} to generate the decision variables

‘~) For user u in the q-(~):=~(~) + tl .for K users, where 71

th fading path, the received signal will be correlated with

{a;(t – ~~a) )} and integrated from nTb + ‘r~U)to (n •l-
‘U) Then, the output signal will be sampled at thel)Tb + Tq .

‘U) and it yieldstime instant (n + l)Tb + ~q

(~) _ (~)where m := l(’rl ~q )/Tbj >and ~j,~;u,q:=(Tp -

Tju))+’b.&,u(T)=+ &’a~(t–T)U;(t)dtand &u(T)=

~ frTb ak (t - T)a:(t)d are the normalized partial correla-

tion functions. r$; is the noise component given by

1–J
(n+l)T*+T;”)

Vg; =
fi .T,+.ju)

.z(t)a~(t – T,$u))dt (6)

where z(t) is the background Gaussian noise with zero mean

and unit power spectral density. Hence, v$$ is Gaussian
(u,)

with zero mean and unit variance. The covariance of ~nl ,ql

and q~~z can be given by

{ “) [ ‘“’)1“} =;EL ,91%Z2>92

‘U’) and T: = T? + Tb fOr inl,2.s = n~Tb + Tq,where Tz

The conventional Rake combiner [3] can be used to col-

lect the fading replicas {V~~) }, During the detection, all
other multiuser and multipath signals are treated as inter-
ference. Therefore, although this approach is quite simple,
the performance of the Rake combiner would degrade due
to the detrimental effect of the interferences from multiple
users and multiple paths. To alleviate the detriment, a mul-
tistage interference cancellation (MIC) [2] scheme can be
applied.

III. MIC WITH DIVERSITY

Conventional A41C with diversity: The MIC scheme over
multipath fading has been addressed in [2]. To facilitate our

discussion, we may rewrite V4~) of (5) into

‘“) S$’4, and M~~ are respectively defined aswhere Scn,q, ,

Se$’)= = ~ O![”)e-~of)&.(’&;.,q) (9)

l=l,t#q

RU,U(TJ,J,u,q) + dme-~o$:-fiu,u(~’ ~u, ;U,q)] (lo)

,.
‘k,u(d,l;v,q)+ e‘~of_k&u(Tj,L,u,q)] (11)

In ( 10), RU,U(T) is set to either RU,U(~) or fiU,U(T) depend-
ing on T:ti) < T;u)

or not. di is an index function which can

be set to O if i=O and to 1 otherwise. Se ~~ is referred to as

the self current-symbol interference (SCI) and Si$~ the self
intersymbol interference (S11). The sum of the SCI and the
S11is the total S1.

As shown in [2], in each stage of the MIC, the MAI and
the S1 (both the S11 and the SCI) can be reconstructed and
subtracted from the received signal before the symbol de-
cision. For such an MIC, the output of the canceller in the

i-th stage can be given by

where g~u)~,.(z – 1), Si~~(i – 1), and l%$~(i – 1) are the
reconstructed interference parts in the (i – 1) -th stage and
they can be respectively expressed by (9), (10), and (11)

(k)
‘~) being replaced by the tentative decisionwith & and a,

d~k)(~– 1)and the channel estimate~fk),respectively.
After removing the MAI and the S1, the Rake combining

can be applied to collecting the signal replicas. The test
statistic is given by

(13)x(u)(i)= [a_(@]~~#(i)n

where ~~) (i) = [V~~) (i), V~!j) (i), . .. . V~U~W(i)]~, Q(U) =

[6P), 6$? .... ay:]~.
Finally, we compute the following decision variables for

QPSK (M=4),

Dp(i) = Re {X$)(i) e~”” } , p= 1,2,..., M (14)

where VP := %r(p —1)/M, and then make symbol decision

according to

(8) fj$’)(i) =4, = argmax{D,(i)} (15)
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For simplicity, in the case of i=O, we let V’;) (0)= Vi;).

As such, the tentative decisions made in the initial stage are

equivalent to those in the conventional Rake combiner.
In the above conventional MIC (MIC-Conv), the SCI is

regarded as an interference to be subtracted in (12). Never-
theless, the SCI actually contains the current symbol, which
is useful for symbol decision. As an illustration, consider-

ing the received signal in the first arriving path V$) (i) and
supposing that all the MAI and the S11parts have been sub-
tracted from the received signal, we have

If we disregard the received signals from other paths and as-
sume the perfect channel knowledge, the test statistic X for

[ (u)]*vJ:)(i).the optimum demodulation is not given by al
LJ

[1
Rather, it would be X = ~~a) * V~~) (i), i.e.,

[1[x = pp * /3[u)e-~4k) + ?l$/
I

(17)

(“) = &ay + /“za, WiL,u(d 1..,1)where /31
By using (17), the SCI part in (16) is treated as a useful

signal for symbol decision rather than the interference in
the SCI subtraction. In this sense, the resulting performance
would be better.
New MC with Rake diversity: In the new MIC with Rake
(MIC-Rake), we propose not to subtract the SCI part be-

cause it contains the useful signal. Thus, the output of the
canceller in the i-th stage for user u is given by

(“) – Si:;(i – 1) – AZ$’/(i – 1) (18)vi;)(i)= vn,g ,

““~~ (i – 1) and fi$~ (i – 1) are the reconstructionwhere St
of the S11 and the MAI as in the conventional MIC.

Relying on V$) (i), the tentative symbol decision for

~~) can be followed by (13)-(15).

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Ideal peflormance in single-user case
Assume equiprobable transmitted symbols and Gray code

bit mapping. By ignoring the S11and the MAI, the canceller
output can be written as

where q(u) = [q$”, rl$~, .. ..q$~u]T. Rs is an Lu x Lu
correlafi~n matrix of the signature waveforms. Its ij-th en-

try is set to RU,U(’r~u) – ~~ti)) if T$U) ~ ‘r~) and RU,U(Tb +

~(u)
‘U)) otherwise. By (7), the correlation matrix of— Ti

q~U) can be recognized to be R..
—72

Let R. = Q, A,Q~, where QS is the orthogonal matrix

and As = diag(~l, k, .... ~LU) is the diagonal matrix, in
which {&} are the eigenvalues of R$. Thus, the test statis-
tic following (13) can be written as

x = [p] H[p @--e-MY) + &
1

(20)—

where @u) :=A#Q~Q(u), ~(u) :=A$Q~@(w)and (’(u):= A~i—
Qr g:). Hew m (u), an~ (i) of X~) (i) are omitted.

Thus, the bit error rate(BER) can be given by [6]

Pb = F(v = –7r/4) = – ~ Res [@7(w) /w, wP] (21)

{%}

where ~(~) :=Pr {Re {X e~~ } < O} denotes the probabil-
ity that Re{Xe~~ } is less than O. q~ (w) denotes the char-
acteristic function (CF) of Re {X e~~}, {WP} is the set of
poles of Q7 (u) /w in the upper half plane (Im(w)>O) and
Res [f(w), WP]is the residue of f(w) at w = WP.

In evaluating @T(w), we let R~=~E{~(”) [@ U)]H} and

similarly for R,, we diagonalize RO so th~ RP:QPAP Q;.

Then, substituting (4) into (20), we have

X = CHC& -t- (7H(G& + Z) + GHZ (22)

where C’:=Q~@(u), G:=Q~A! Q~Aa_(”J and Z:= Q~~~).

A~(~)=~(”) ––a(~) .

we n~e that ~e elements in the vector C are statistically
independent, so are those in the vector Z, However, the

elements in G may be correlated.
In evaluating the CF of Re {X e~~ }, we first assume ~E{

GGH}=A(G)I. The CF of Re{Xe~~} can be given by

L.
1

@v(w) = ~ U2W2– Zjwbq + 1 (23)
q=l 9

Here, ag := J[ ~(z) + 2puA(G)]m~ + A(Z)A(G) and bg :=

&cosy (7;.

Using ~v (w), the BER can be calculated via (21). Gen-

erally, the explicit expression of F(y) depends on the order
of the poles and is very complicated. In our case, the eigen-
values are usually distinct and thus we have

where

~q = fll
kl,l#q

a~wz - Mwbz + 1 w=j(bq/aq+~m)faq

(25)
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dHererz~:= [A(ZJ+2pUA(cJ]o~ +AIZJJ(G)andbg:=@

Cr:.

For correlated G, to evaluate the CF of Re{Xe~~} is
quite difficult due to the noise terms CHG and GHZ in
(22), Note that at SNR values of practical interest, the term

GHZ is relatively small in comparison with the noise term
CH (G=+ Z) [3]. Hence, the upper and lower bounds
on the bit error probability can be derived and they are cor-
responding to the maximum and minimum variances of the
noise G’HGW, respectively. Furthermore, note that con-

ditioning on C we have /!~~nCHC ~ CH ~E{GGH}C <

A(G) CHC where ~~~. and ~~~n are the maximum andmax
minimum e~genvalues of the covariance matrix ~.E{GGH},
respectively. Therefore, the upper and lower bounds for the

BER can be obtained by setting ~E{GGH } to A$~zI and

A(GJ I respectively. Specifically, we havemtn *

,..,

J

, ,p
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Fig. 1, Analyticaland simulation results on the BER of the MIC ver-
sus SNRin a 3-usersystemwith N=31 over2-pathRayleighfading
channels.Equal-powerusers. Dashedtines:upperbound,dottedline:
lowerbonad.

where pb (A(G), ~(z)) is the function in (24) and ~(z) is now
set to 1 because the noise vector has already been normal-
ized in (20) and (22).

The above BER expression is valid for both perfect and

imperfect channel knowledge. In the case of perfect channel
knowledge, one can readily check that by setting A(G) = O

and ~(z) =1, ~~UPJ and p~lOw) are the same and (24) simply
reduces to eq. 14-5-28 of [3].

B. Pe~ormance in multi-user system
In the i-th stage, we assume that the residual interfer-

enceterms, Si(U)~,f~~ - l):=Si$~-~i!’~(i - 1) and M~) (i -
1) :=ill$~ (i)-M~,~ (i – 1), are approximately Gaussian dis-

tributed for large K and Lk [2]. The test statistic X(i) can

be written as

x(i)= [C+ G]H[C@+ F(i)+ Z] (28)

where T’(i):= Q~A~* Q: (&$) (i – 1) +~$) (i – 1)) re-

‘.(U)(iYl)and~~)(i–lated to the residual interference. San

1) are respectively the vectors of Si$~ (i – 1) and ~$) (i –
1) forq = 1,2, ... LU.

Consider user u. Let RF (i) denote the covariance matrix
of F(i). For i > 0, the evaluation of RF(i) is dependent

on the BER in the previous stage (i – 1), of which the ex-
act result is unfortunately difficult to be obtained and the

upper and lower bounds are derived. Therefore, we further

use R&) (i) to denote the covariance matrix of F(i) eval-

uated from PIUP) (i – 1) and R&w)(i) as the one evalu-

(Z – 1). In the initial stage i = O, how-ated from P1l”W)

ever, we may set ji~~ (i – 1) and M~~ (i – 1) to zero

and directly evaluate RF(0). Here, for consistency, we let

R&) (0)=R$’W) (0)=RF (0).

Let A$&~P)(i) denote the maximum eigenvalue of Rp) (i)

and ~~~~”w) (i) the minimum eigenvalue of R$w) (i). Sim-
ilarly as in the single-user case, the upper and lower bounds
of the BER in the i-th stage are respectively given by

V. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

System model: Identical fading channels with 17{[cx$~)]2} =
2 for all fading paths are considered, for which Ru = I. It
is noteworthy to mention that our analysis is valid for arbi-
trary Ra and applicable to unbalanced fading channels, For

user k, the total SNR#k per bit over the Lk fading channels

is set to ~Lk2pkE{[a\k)]2 }/logJM=p~L~. L~ is assumed
same for all users and denoted by L. Gold sequences with
N=31 are considered as the PN codes. For any user k, we

let t}~)= lTC/2 and T(k)= (k – l)Tb/10 mod Tb, where
without loss of generality T(k) is arranged within [0, Tb).
The simulated BER is estimated from 3 x 106 Monte Carlo
trials.
Results: The analytical and simulation results on the BER
for the MIC in a 3-user system over 2-path Rayleigh fad-
ing channels is plotted versus SNR in Fig. 1 foriV=31. All
users are considered with equal power and perfect channel

knowledge is assumed. In the figure, the single-user per-

formance is evaluated via (26) with A~~z=O due to the per-
fect channel knowledge. The upper bounds for the Rake
(No MIC) and the MIC-Rake-1,2 are evaluated via (29).
The lower bound for the Rake is evaluated via the (30).
The other BERs are obtained from the simulation. It can
be seen that both the MIC-Rake- 1,2 and the MIC-Conv-l,2
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Fig. 2. Analyticaland simulationresults on the BER of the MIC versus
the variance of the channel estimation error in a 3-user system over 2-
path Rayleigh fading channels. SNR=20dB, IV=31, and eqnal-power
users. Dashed lines: upper bound, solid lines: lower bound.

can provide significant performance improvement over the
conventional Rake receiver. Furthermore, by increasing the

number of stages from 1 to 2, the performance improve-
ment is negligible while by using the MIC-Rake instead of
the MIC-Conv, the BER can be further decreased and a near
single-user performance achieved. In particular, at the BER
level of 10–3, approximately 2dB SNR improvement can
be achieved by the MIC-Rake over the MIC-Conv. Further-
more, from Fig. 1, the simulation results are shown well
upper bounded by the corresponding analytical results.

Next, we consider the case of the channel estimation er-

ror. We assume that the variance of the channel estimation
error in (4) is the same for all 1 and k and can be denoted

by cr~. In Fig.2, we compare the analytical and simulation
results on the bit error rates of the MIC versus a; in 3-user
system with SNR=20dB and lV=31 over 2-path Rayleigh
fading channels. All users are considered with equal power.
The upper and lower bounds for the Rake and the MIC-
Rake- 1,2 are obtained via (29) and (30), respectively. Other
BERs are estimated via simulation. It can be seen that when
the variance of the channel estimation noise is less than
10–2, both the MIC-Rake- 1,2 and the MIC-Conv- 1,2 can

still provide a significant performance improvement over
the conventional Rake. As the variance of the estimation
noise increases, the performance difference would become

small. Nevertheless, it is shown in Fig.2 that even in the
presence of the estimation noise the MIC-Rake still outper-
forms the conventional one (MIC-Conv).

Further simulation results and the corresponding upper
and lower bounds on the bit error probability of the MIC
versus the number of users (K) at SNR=20dB over 2-path

11: : Rake (No MIC)
---

--.=
MIC-Conv-l *

,.-*
*

10-lw’-
5
m

10

,
~. ,’

==:_ —----- -------
1)

MI C-Rak,-2 (1ow)

10-’, I
234567 89101112

usem (K)

Fig. 3. Analytical and simulation results on the BER of the MIC versus the
number of users (K) in multi-user system over 2-path Rayleigh fading
channels. SNR=20dB, N=31, and equal-power users. u: = 10 – 2.
Dashed tines: upper bound, solid lines: lower bound,

as K increases, the performances of both the MIC-Rake- 1
and the MIC-Conv- 1 are degraded. Also, a slight perfor-

mance degradation occurs for the 2-stage MIC (MIC-Rake-
2 and MIC-Conv-2). This phenomenon is due to the distur-
bance of the channel estimation error. The more users, the
more residual interference even if all the tentative decisions
in the previous stage are correct. Furthermore, the results
show that in the case of imperfect channel knowledge, the
MIC-Rake still performs better than the MIC-Conv, In par-
ticular, if we set BER=10–3 as an acceptable performance
level, by using the MIC-Conv-l and 2, the system can only
accommodate 7 and 9 active users, respectively. In con-

trast, by using the MIC-Rake, the system can tolerate 9 ac-
tive users in the MIC-Rake- 1 and at least 12 users in the

MIC-Rake-2.
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